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Modeling Long- and Short-Term Service Recommendations with a
Deep Multi-Interest Network for Edge Computing

Rui Yuan, Shunmei Meng�, Ruihan Dou, and Xinna Wang

Abstract: Edge computing platforms enable application developers and content providers to provide context-

aware services (such as service recommendations) using real-time wireless access network information. How to

recommend the most suitable candidate from these numerous available services is an urgent task. Click-through rate

(CTR) prediction is a core task of traditional service recommendation. However, many existing service recommender

systems do not exploit user mobility for prediction, particularly in an edge computing environment. In this paper, we

propose a model named long and short-term user preferences modeling with a multi-interest network based on user

behavior. It uses a logarithmic network to capture multiple interests in different fields, enriching the representations

of user short-term preferences. In terms of long-term preferences, users’ comprehensive preferences are extracted

in different periods and are fused using a nonlocal network. Extensive experiments on three datasets demonstrate

that our model relying on user mobility can substantially improve the accuracy of service recommendation in edge

computing compared with the state-of-the-art models.
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1 Introduction

In an edge computing environment, an edge server[1–3] is
deployed between clients and the server near the mobile
terminal, which can improve the service according to the
device information and analyze user behaviors. On the
basis of the increasing popularity of mobile devices,
many mobile services have been developed that run
on mobile devices and are often invoked by people
accessing edge servers in edge computing. The selection
of suitable services from many service candidates is
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an urgent task when users travel across the edges of
different networks.

Recently, feature engineering[4–6] has been introduced
to solve the service prediction problem and has obtained
good prediction accuracy[7–9]. Click-through rate (CTR)
prediction is an essential task in recommender systems,
such as online advertising. To exploit the original
information, finding effective transformations of the
original information to improve prediction performance
is essential[10]. Moreover, deep analysis of behavior
data is another direction for improving service quality,
where sequences of user behaviors are modeled to
detect user preferences[11–13]. Recently, many CTR
models have evolved from traditional methods to
deep learning models. Generally, a model learns
hidden data behind original information with difficulty
because original data in a recommender system are
often sparse and have high dimensions. Thus, if we
want to build a good recommender system, feature
combination is a better approach. Most deep learning
models[14–18] focus on capturing interactions between
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original information in different fields. However,
these models focus less on user behaviors[19–21]. The
deep interest network (DIN)[22] captures the relevant
interests of users and derives interest representations
using an attention mechanism for CTR prediction. The
deep interest evaluation network (DIEN)[23] uses GRU
to fully explore actual interests and designs a new
recurrent neural network, AUGRU, by integrating an
attention mechanism. Although RNN-based models
have shown inspiring results in characterizing sequence
dependencies, they have two inherent limitations. That
is, they can only model sequential activities[24], and due
to this sequence dependency, they cannot be computed
in a parallel manner, for instance, given a sequence of
user actions fl1; l2; l3; l4; l5g, assume that l1 is a record
of a user’s office item purchases, l2 is a laptop he bought,
l3 and l4 are books and mugs, respectively, and l5 is a
mouse he bought for the laptop. The sequence is then
modeled in strict time-order by RNN. However, in this
case, the user’s movement from l4 to l5 depends mainly
on the correlation between l5 and l2, rather than the
semantic relationship between l4 and l5. Actually, not
all of user actions are correlated[25–27], and most existing
RNN-based models typically use a sequence to represent
the evolution of user interests, which in practice is often
insufficient for capuring the diverse interests of users.

To solve the above problems, we propose a novel
model called long- and short-term user preferences
modeling with a multi-interest network (LSTMIN)
for service recommendation in an edge computing
environment, which learns its long- and short-term
preferences from users’ explicit historical behaviors and
automatically adapts to their different preferences. To
capture user preferences at a finer granularity from a
wide range of behaviors, we combine a deep network
and a logarithmic neural network. We integrate the
attention mechanism into a multi-interest network to
capture users’ short-term preferences. In addition, we
extract long-term preferences from historical behaviors
using a nonlocal network. Finally, we combine long-
and short-term preferences to make recommendations.
In conclusion, we make the subsequent contributions.
� We design a multi-interest network to model

users’ short-term preferences, which learns arbitrary
subsequences from a list of behaviors and their
aggregations. In addition, we adopt an attention
mechanism to enhance the learning process by avoiding
the effects of noise generated from unrelated fields.
� Furthermore, we explore users’ long-term

preferences using GRU and nonlocal neural networks to
design a long-term preference evolution network.
� Finally, we perform massive experiments on three

real datasets, and our model is proven to outperform the
state-of-the-art models.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 presents our related work. Section 3
introduces factorization machines and the advantages
and effectiveness of logarithmic neurons. Section 4
presents our recommendation method based on short-
and long-term user preferences. Section 5 describes
our implementation for experiments and performance
comparisons. Section 6 concludes our paper.

2 Related Work

Early studies on CTR particularly heed feature
interaction techniques, which include factorization
machines (FMs), which obtain feature embeddings
by casting features to a low-dimensional embedding.
However, FM-based models are gradually being
replaced by deep learning models because of their
computational inefficiency and manual involvement
in feature interaction. CTR models gradually build
models through deep neural networks. Researchers
apply DNNs to automatically learn the models of feature
interactions. Adding an FM as prior knowledge to
the model, FNN[28] uses the parameters of an FM as
initial embeddings, introducing DNN for the higher-
order interactions of features. FNN reduces feature
engineering and enhances the learning ability of an FM.
PNN[29] proposes the idea of the product layer, which
is based on multiplication to represent the structure
of DNN with crossing features. The major downside
of FNN and PNN is that they focus more on high-
order feature interactions while capturing little low-
order interactions. NFM[30] improves the interaction
process to enhance second-order feature interactions.
The disadvantage of the above models is that they solely
concentrate on second-order feature interactions and
ignore higher-order interactions. DCN[31] solves this
problem by introducing a cross-network and combining
it with DNN to build a deep cross-network to improve the
interaction between features. DeepFM[32] and Wide &
Deep[33] use an FM as automatic feature engineering and
use DNN to enhance generalization. However, DNNs
implicitly model high-order feature interactions. The
final function learned by DNNs can be arbitrary, and
no theoretical conclusion has been reached on what
the maximum degree of feature interaction is. These
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CTR models substantially reduce the effort of manual
work; however, most of these models rely on the user’s
side information or click events and ignore the behavior
features of the users themselves.

Attention mechanisms[34] originate from NLP and
have also been used in recommender systems. AFM[35]

adds an attention layer to NFM, reducing the noise
that can be generated by useless interactions. DIN[22]

carefully considers the user’s past and present items
and uses an attention mechanism to model interests
dynamically, capturing changes in user preferences.
DIEN[23] models user interest evolution by using two
GRU layers and combines attention operations into a
GRU update gate to create a novel AUGRU structure.
DIEN uses GRU as GRU exposes the complete memory
and hidden layers, unlike LSTM. Although they do not
use DNN as an abstract function of features, they use
RNN as the main structure to combine the information
in behavior sequences.

The above models only use the user’s behavior or
the user’s features for interaction without considering
what the behaviors represent. TDSSM[36] optimizes
long- and short-term user preferences to improve
recommender systems. CARA[37] captures users’
short-term preferences by exploiting GRU’s gate
mechanism. DeepMove[38] models the sequential
transition using multi-modal RNN. However, most RNN-
based approaches place behaviors in the same field and
do not explore the users’ diversity of interests in different
fields and the association between fields.

In addition, the above models do not explore the long-
term preferences of users. Therefore, user behavior
sequences are crucial features in recommender systems,
and how to make good use of user history remains an
important issue[39–42].

3 Preliminary

3.1 Factorization machines

An FM[43] is proposed for modeling interactions for
features. Formally, the formula for a d -way FM is
illustrated as Eq. (1):
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where the feature interaction is expressed as an inner
product, particularly the sum of the elements after
multiplying both embeddings of feature pairs. ! is the
weight of each feature, and n is the maximum order.
The time complexity of the direct calculation Eq. (1) is
O.mn/, where k is the dimension of feature embedding.
The FM is widely used in feature engineering, and
is considered the beginning of higher-order feature
interaction. In this paper, we adaptively understand the
multi-interests of behaviors to obtain the most relevant
fields of behaviors in terms of current behavior. The
maximum order and the features are learned adaptively
by the model, thus improving efficiency in computing.

3.2 Logarithmic neural network (LOGNN)

Compared with MLP, which tends to be affected by large
fluctuations in exceptional inputs and results in slower
convergence, LOGNN[44] can suppress exceptions and
fit the data distribution better. Converting the MLP
network into a logarithmic network can transform
multiplication into addition, division into subtraction,
and powers into multiplication exponentiation, thus
making the network more adapted to power arithmetic
and accelerating convergence. The logarithmic space
takes Euler’s number e or another appropriate number as
a basis, converts the input to a logarithmic number, then
multiplies the converted input by its weight vector, and
finally outputs it after an activation function followed by
a power operation. Figure 1a shows the structure of a
logarithmic neuron.

The equation for logarithmic neurons is given in
Eq. (2). !i is the weight of each feature xi .
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On the basis of LOGN, we can create a structure
named LOGNN, as shown in Fig. 1b. In LOGNN,
a logarithmic layer composed of logarithmic neurons
processes the raw data and feeds it into DNN, which
performs deeper feature extraction on the data. In this
article, we use LOGNN to adaptively learn the cross-
weights of behaviors from historical user behavior.

3.3 Nonlocal neural networks

In this section, we provide a general definition of
nonlocal operations. Following the nonlocal mean
operation, we define a generic nonlocal operation in
deep neural networks as:
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(a) Logarithmic neuron in LOGNN

(b) LOGNN network structure

Fig. 1 Description of LOGNN network.

where i is the index of an output position whose response
is to be computed, and j is the index that enumerates all
possible positions. x is the input signal (their features),
and y is the output signal of the same size as x. Pairwise
function f computes a scalar (representing a relationship
such as an affinity) between i and all j . Function g
computes a representation of the input signal at position
j . The response is normalized by factor C.x/. The
nonlocal behavior in Eq. (3) is due to all positions (8j )
being considered in the operation. As a comparison, a
convolutional operation sums the weighted input in a
local neighborhood, and a recurrent operation at time
i is often based only on the current and the latest time
steps.

A nonlocal operation also differs from a fully
connected .FC/ layer. Equation (3) computes responses
based on relationships between different locations,
where the FC layer uses learned weights. In other words,
the relationship between Xj and Xi is not a function of
the input data in the FC layer,unlike in nonlocal layers.
Furthermore, our formulation in Eq. (3) supports inputs
of variable sizes and maintains the corresponding size in
the output. In contrast, an FC layer requires a fixed-size
input/output and loses positional correspondence.

Above all, a nonlocal operation allows us to build
a richer hierarchy that combines nonlocal and local
information.

4 LSTMIN Model for CTR Prediction

Our model has two main components, a long-term
preference model and a short-term model with multi-
interest extraction. Our main contribution lies in interest
extraction, where the long-term preference modeling
uses a nonlocal network to capture the comprehensive
preferences of users and uses a LOGNN to model short-
term preferences in a parallel manner to overcome the
inefficiency in computation caused by serial models (e.g.,
RNN).

4.1 BaseModel

4.1.1 Feature representation
We use four types of features in the system: User
Profiles, User Behavior, Item Features, and Contextual
Information. Each feature has several types. For example
User Profile contains age, gender, etc. The fields of user
behavior are lists of item IDs that the user has interacted
with; items are characterized by their item IDs, category
IDs, etc. Contextual Information is the IDs of devices,
time, location, etc. Each feature has its own one-hot
encoding, and in user behavior each user contains a list
of behaviors, which is represented in Eq. (4).

xB D Œb1; b2; : : : ; bt � 2 RK�T ; bt 2 f0; 1g
K (4)

where bt represents the t-th action, T is the number of
user historical behaviors, and K is the number of items.

4.1.2 Structure of BaseModel
Before we introduce our model, we will take a look at
the structure of BaseModel, as shown in Fig. 2. The
structure includes the following parts:
� Embedding. This part is used to convert dense

and sparse features into low-dimensional features. Each
feature is associated with an embedding matrix. All
features are converted into a shared latent space. For
example, the embedding matrix of items is represented
as Eitem D Œi1; i2; : : : ; ik� 2 RK�ditem , where ik 2 Rditem

is a certain item’s embedding vector with dimension
ditem. User Behavior xB , which contains a sequence
of items, can be represented by an ordered embedding
vector list of behaviors eb D Œik1; ik2; : : : ; ikt �.
� MLP. All the embeddings from different categories

are concatenated and fed into a DNN layer for final
prediction.
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Fig. 2 Base Model.

4.1.3 Loss function
CTR models extensively use the negative log-likelihood
function as the loss function, which uses the label of the
target element to calculate the loss:

Loss D �
1

N

NX
jD1

.yj logp.xj /C.1�yj / log.1�p.xj ///

(5)
where xj D ŒxUj ; xBj ; xIj ; xCj � 2 D, D is a training
set of size N . y 2 f0; 1g represents whether the user
interacts with the target item. p.xj / is the output of

the model, which represents the probability that the user
interacts with the target item.

4.2 Long- and short-term user preference
modeling with a multi-interest network

LSTMIN is dedicated to capturing a user’s multiple
interests and generating a comprehensive list of
preferences. As shown in Fig. 3, LSTMIN has three
components: an input and an embedding layer, which
converts user behaviors and side information to a fixed-
length vector space; a short-term preference extractor

Fig. 3 Target of LSTMIN.
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model, which captures user short-term multiple interests
in different fields using a LOGNN; and a long-term
preference extractor model, which divides user behavior
into different periods and extracts user preferences in
each period and then uses a nonlocal network to fuse
information from each period.

4.2.1 Input layer and embedding layer
We embed the features of items themselves and their
categories and then concatenate them to represent the
embedding of a behavior. We must heed three points
in the embedding layer. First, as we log-transform the
user’s behavior vector at the next level, we must keep all
embeddings positive. Second, we must add a very small
perturbation to zero embeddings to prevent overflow. In
addition, as we use a parallel computational model (as
opposed to serial models such as RNN-based models)
to maintain the sequential order between behaviors,
a positional embedding must be added after behavior
embeddings to maintain the positional distance between
two behaviors. We choose positional encoding (Eq. (6))
from Transformer[34] to this end. Finally, we obtain the
set of feature embeddings e D feuser; eitem; ebehaviorg.

PE.pos;2i/ D sin
�
pos=100002i=dbehavior

�
;

PE.pos;2iC1/ D cos
�
pos=100002i=dbehavior

� (6)

where i is the position of each behavior in the sequence.
Next, we divide user behaviors into long- and short-

term behaviors. We select the most recent T actions as
the user’s short-term actions, T varies in each dataset,
and we will discuss how to choose T in experiments.
We then divide time into m periods (in our experiment,
we set m D 48) and extract user preferences from
each period, representing the preferences of users in
each period. Finally, we obtain long- and short-term
preferences from behaviors to predict next behavior.

4.2.2 Short-term preference modeling
In sequential recommendation, existing RNN-based
models regard a user’s behavior sequence as a continuous
path, considering only transfers between behaviors while
neglecting the effects of multiple interests; moreover,
RNN can only learn time-dependent behaviors that
strictly fit the sequence, omitting the features of the
behaviors themselves. Although some RNN-based
methods, such as LSTM and GRU, can model across
longer periods, they suffer from gradient explosion risk
in which inputs do not have contextual relationships. In
real life, users’ short-term points of interest are usually

scattered.
We argue that a sequence of a user’s behaviors is

a mixture of the user’s interests in different fields.
We introduce a novel structure to obtain several
representation vectors to separately represent the user’s
interests in different fields. By separately considering the
different interests of the users, we can better reflect their
short-term preferences. We use a LOGNN to achieve this
goal. We treat each user behavior as a feature and feed
a fixed length of user behavior into a LOGNN which is
called a multi-interest extractor layer. A single neuron in
each layer of a LOGNN represents each field in which
the behaviors/features are involved. Formally, the output
of the j -th vector logarithmic neuron can be expressed
as:

s.jC1/
D exp.

mX
iD1

!ij ln si / D s!1j

1 ı s!2j

2 ı � � � ı s!mj
m

(7)
where m is the number of neurons in the last layer, and
wij is the coefficient of the i-th neuron on the j -th
layer. The functions ln and exp, as well as wij , are
applied to the corresponding vectors at the vector-wise
level and ı represent vector-wise product operations.
Theoretically, the output of each logarithmic neuron in
the next layer s.j C 1/ can represent any interest field.
For example, when w1j and w2j are set to 1, it indicates
that the first and second features are involved in this
field, and the intensity of engagement is 1. Thus, we can
stack multiple logarithmic neurons, which can extract
any fields of features from a sequence as the output
of this layer. Although intuitively, 0 and 1 represent
whether the behavior is or is not engaged in this field,
respectively, we decide to make the parameters in the
coefficient matrix learned by neural network Wlog nn 2

Rm�L (where L is the logarithmic neurons’ number in
this layer) not need to converge to 0 and 1, allowing
the network to automatically learn this coefficient (the
intensity of engagement of the feature), helping the
model to better extract useful information.

To avoid the underfitting problem caused by noise
from invalid fields, we introduced an attention layer after
the LOGNN layer to improve this extraction process.
The introduction of an attention mechanism also solves
the problem that RNNs cannot be computed in parallel.
We will assign weights to embeddings for each field.
Formally,
hi D RELU.WattŒsi ; si ˝ itarget item; itarget item�C bias/

(8)
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ai D
exp .u>hi /P

p2S

exp .u>hp/
(9)

where Watt 2 Rdatt�.d2
itemC2ditem/ and bias 2 Rdatt�1 are

model parameters, and si represents the embedding of
behaviors s 2 S in each field where S is the output of
LOGNN. After obtaining normalized attention scores,
the short-term preference is calculated as follows:

s D Œa0s0; : : : ; aisi ; : : : ; ajS jsjS j�;where s 2 S (10)
where S is the logarithmic neural layer’s output units.

After the filtration layer, we feed the resulting vectors
into DNN for a better fit, and the output is a vector
representing users’ short-term preferences ushort:

x.lC1/
D relu.W .l/x.l/

C b.l// (11)
where x.l/; W .l/; and b.l/ are inputs, the DNN layer’s
weight, and the bias of the l-th layer. Finally, a user’s
short-term preference representation can be represented
as us D Wx.last/ C b.
4.2.3 Long-term preference modeling
We input the user’s behavior over all periods into the
long-term preference model. As illustrated in Fig. 3,
we use a nonlocal newtork structure to learn a hidden
representation of the target user’s long-term preferences
ulong. First, given a user u, we initially split long-term
behaviors in terms of time. People’s interests will change
over time in real scenarios. For example, people tend to
store food during the New Year holidays, with a tendency
to buy clothes in the spring and winter. Thus, we divide
the entire time span into 48 periods (24 periods for hours
on weekdays and 24 periods for hours on weekends).

We use GRU to model the dependency between
behaviors within each period. The formulation of GRU
is listed as follows:

ut D �
�
W ubt C U

uht�1 C biasu
�
;

rt D �
�
W rbt C U

rht�1 C biasr
�
;

Qht D tanh
�
W hbt C rt ı U

hht�1 C biash
�
;

ht D .1 � ut / ı ht�1 C ut ı
Qht

(12)

where � is the activation function, ı is an element-wise
product, W u; W r ; W h 2 Rdhid�dbeh ; U u, U r ; U h 2

Rdhid�dhid is the hidden weight matrix, and dbeh is the
dimension of the behavior embedding, which equals
ditem. ht is the t -th hidden states.

The key difference between GRU and LSTM is that
GRU’s bag has two gates, reset and update, while LSTM
has three gates, input, output, and forget. GRU is less
complex than LSTM because it has fewer gates, so we
choose GRU as an abstract function in the long-term
preference model.

Then, we obtain all ht hidden states from the hidden
layer. In this way, the behaviors b1

1 ; : : : ; b
t
1; : : : ; b

t
m in

each period m are encoded into h1
1; : : : ; h

t
1; : : : ; h

t
m, and

the hidden states in each period make up hidden matrices
H1;H2; : : : ;Hm.

To obtain a fixed-length vector for each period
from variable numbers of behaviors, we propose to
transform them through a pooling layer. Common
pooling operations are sum pooling and average pooling.
In our model, we use an average pooling layer, and the
average operation is listed as follows:

lm D
1

jPmj

jPmjX
iD1

hi (13)

After learning all the representations l1; l2; : : : ; lm, we
use the nonlocal operation to derive a user’s long-term
preferences ulong 2 Rd�1 to identify similar behaviors
sufficiently to represent long-term preferences.

The nonlocal network[45] aims to model nonlocal,
remote dependencies by considering the features at
all locations. In our experiments, we tend to use it
to capture the effect of each historical period P 2

fP1; P2; : : : ; Pmg. Formally, we use Eq. (14) to
calculate l 0.

l 0i D
1

C.S/

mX
iD1

mX
jD1

f
�
li ; lj

�
g .li / (14)

where C.S/ D
Pm

iD1 f
�
li ; lj

�
is the normalization

factor, function g.li / calculates the representation of
li , and function f .�/ calculates scores for the i-th and
j -th periods. Formally, f

�
li ; lj

�
and g .li / are defined

as follows:
f
�
li ; lj

�
D exp

�
l>i lj

�
;

g .li / D Wnl li
(15)

where li and lj are representatives of the i -th period and
the j -th historical period, respectively. Wnl is a trainable
weight matrix in a nonlocal network. Additionally, we
obtain the representation of the long-term preferences of

the user. ul D
1
m

mP
iD1

l 0i .

Finally, we integrate us , ul , and the profile feature,
forwarding through an MLP layer and a sigmoid
activation function to obtain the final result[46]. Then, we
use the loss function in BaseModel to train the network.

4.3 Training techniques

Dropout layers are often used to avoid the overfitting
of neural networks. In our model, we choose a novel
dropout layer for behavior sequences to prevent further
overfitting. Dropout is applied after the behavior layer,
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where some visit results are randomly removed to reduce
the model’s sensitivity to noise. For example, users
sometimes accidentally visit items they dislike or interact
with unhelpful behaviors, so the dropout layer can be
considered a way to augment data to avoid overfitting
and improve the robustness of the model.

For example, as shown in Fig. 4, the user has visited a
total of four items in a particular sequence of user actions.
The unit marked with a question mark is the output result
corresponding to its training sequence, and the unit with
a dashed outline is randomly dropped during the training
process.

5 Experimental Result and Analysis

In this section, we tend to measure our model by
competing against several methods on three real-world
datasets.

5.1 Experimental settings

5.1.1 Datasets
We conducted experiments on three usual datasets,
Amazon[47], and Movielens[48]. We used a subset of
Amazon’s electronics data and movies and TV data, and
in this dataset, we treated reviews as behaviors. The

Fig. 4 Dropout after behavior sequence.

Movielens datase comprises user-tagged records of films.
We treat ratings by users as interactions and sort them
by timestamp. Assuming that user u has t behaviors,
we aim to use t � 1 behaviors to predict the user’s t-th
behavior. Statistics for datasets after preprocessing are
shown in Table 1.
5.1.2 Evaluation metrics
Two metrics were used for performance evaluation: AUC
and Logloss. Improvements in AUC and Logloss are
considered important in CTR prediction.
5.1.3 Comparison methods
We compare our model to the following CTR prediction
methods:
� BaseModel takes the same embeddings and uses a

deep neural network to predict preferences.
� Wide & Deep[33] is composed of two parts: The

deep part corresponds to the base model. The wide part
is a linear model that uses manually crossed features for
better interaction.
� PNN[29] designs a unique product layer for a wider

crossover between features.
� xDeepFM[49] generates higher-order cross-features

by computing the outer products of different feature
vectors.
� Two-layer GRU Attention[50] uses two layers of

GRU to model the users’ whole preference and uses
attention mechanisms to improve the model.

5.2 Performance comparison

5.2.1 Comparing with individual models
STSIN is a model that uses only short-term interests
to make predictions. We present AUC in Table 2,
which clearly shows that Wide & Deep relies mainly

Table 1 Statistics of datasets.
Dataset User Item Behavior Sparity (%) Average number Max. number

Electronic 728 719 159 936 6 732 848 99.9942 9.23 604
Movies and TV 297 529 60 111 3 404 812 99.9809 11.44 3508
Movielens-25m 162 541 62 423 25 000 095 99.7536 153.80 32 202

Table 2 Overall performance of models on Movielens and Amazon datasets.

Model
Movielens Amazon Electronics Amazon Movies and TV

AUC Logloss AUC Logloss AUC Logloss
BaseModel 0.8391 0.2956 0.8438 0.2859 0.8846 0.3448

Wide & Deep 0.8081 0.3310 0.8146 0.3256 0.8656 0.3784
PNN 0.8169 0.3092 0.8282 0.2884 0.8835 0.3680

xDeepFM 0.8348 0.2917 0.8308 0.2856 0.8974 0.3326
Two-layer GRU attention 0.8438 0.2843 0.8504 0.2837 0.9347 0.3261

STMIN(Ours) 0.8580 0.2739 0.8657 0.2759 0.9366 0.3198
LSTMIN(Ours) 0.8653 0.2712 0.8673 0.2753 0.9349 0.3187
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on artificial features and performs poorly, while PNN
improves feature interaction and has better performance.
xDeepFM further improves PNN to achieve an optimal
auto-interaction of features. Two-layer GRU with
attention simulates the evolution of interest in sequence
and captures the interest evolution more effectively,
greatly improving performance. Our model combines
the strengths of the above models. The results suggest
that behaviors are correlated and that the exploration
of interest evolution is necessary, which can be verified
because DIN, two-layer GRU with attention and STSIN
outperform an FM on the three datasets. In conclusion,
STSIN is the best individual model, which validates
multi-interest modeling on short-term preferences.

5.2.2 Comparing with integrated models
LSTMIN combines long- and short-term behavior for
prediction. We compare LSTMIN with several integrated
models. As illustrated in Table 2, LSTMIN achieves the
optimal performance in all three datasets. This result
suggests that discrepancies exist between users’ long-
and short-term preferences. LSTMIN considers both
long- and short-term user preferences and achieves better
performance.

After analyzing the above metrics, let us look at
the classification effect of the model. We extracted
3000 pieces from test data, used LSTSIN to make
classification predictions, and plotted the results in a
scatter plot, as shown in Fig. 5a. The closer a point is
to 1, the higher the possibility that the user will act on
the item; the abscissa is a random floating point number
from 0 to 1, which is intended to scatter the points. The
blue and red points in the graph indicate the positive
and negative samples of users respectively. In Fig. 5a,
the blue and red points are mostly concentrated in the
upper and lower areas, respectively. When the threshold
is 0.3998, the model obtains the optimal AUC of 0.8673.

(a) (b)

Fig. 5 Comparison results of LSTMIN with several
integrated models. (a) Depicts of the model’s intuitive
classification effect (red: negative points, and blue: positive
points), and (b) comparison of the comprehensive indicators
of each model (blue: AUC, orange: F1, and green: G-Mean).

The division of the threshold in Fig. 5a is also consistent
with intuitive perception.

Figure 5b shows that LSTSIN outperforms all other
models in all comprehensive indicators. This result is
mainly due to the combination of long- and short-term
preferences in LSTSIN, which makes the final prediction
results more accurate; short-term preference modeling
can extract interests from different fields, which makes
the model more robust in interest representation; long-
term preference modeling can extract the interests of
users in different periods and derive the comprehensive
preferences.

5.3 Hyperparameter investigation

We next consider the impact of four hyperparameters
on performance, which we summarize for the
Amazon Electronics dataset, as the remaining two
datasets perform similarly.

5.3.1 Length of history records
A critical contribution of our model is that it considers
past information to capture long- and short-term user
preferences. We investigate the impact of different
history lengths on modeling short-term preferences. We
conduct our experiments on the Amazon dataset because
of its abundance of user behaviors, and the number
of behaviors per user fluctuates slightly, facilitating
our analysis. The result is illustrated in Fig. 6, which
indicates that the performance tends to rise and then
fall as the length of the history increases. This result is
obtained because the model must learn more features
to model people’s behavior patterns, but more user
behaviors mean that the model tends to long-term user
preferences more rather than short-term preferences,
which leads to a decrease in prediction accuracy.

5.3.2 Number of logarithmic neurons
Each logarithmic neuron represents the different fields of
interest of users. Figure 7 shows the results for different

Fig. 6 AUC against length of history records.
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Fig. 7 AUC against number of logarithmic neurons.

numbers of neurons in the logarithmic transformation
layer. The performance of the model remains stable as
the number of logarithmic neurons increases. However,
the model shows a downward trend as this number
becomes very large. This result shows that the user’s
interest is finite, and we should choose the correct
number of logarithmic neurons to reach the best
performance. When the model has only two fields of
interest, our model still performs well but not optimally,
which suggests that finding reliable fields is crucial for
prediction accuracy.

5.3.3 Depth of hidden layers and the number of
neurons

Figure 8 shows the effect of the depth of the hidden
layers. The performance of LSTMIN first increases
with the network’s depth but then decreases because
of overfitting when the depth exceeds three layers.
Importantly, when the depth is 0, our model still achieves
good results by directly learning the extractions. This
finding proves the effectiveness of the LOGNN layer in
learning multi-interest extractions. We fixed the depth
to three and increased the number of neurons in the
hidden layer. The results, illustrated in Fig. 9, indicate

Fig. 8 AUC against depth of hidden layers.

Fig. 9 AUC against number of neurons.

that the performance first increases with neuron number
as more parameters improve the fitting ability. When
this number is greater than 500, performance begins to
decrease because of overfitting.

6 Conclusion

In contrast to traditional service recommendations based
on original information, in this paper, we introduce a
CTR prediction method for service recommendation
in an edge computing environment, with a novel
long- and short-term user preferences model with a
multi-interest network, which learns user long- and
short-term preferences from sequence data. In short-
term preference extraction, LSTMIN can automatically
generate subsequences related to target items to extract
the user’s multi-interests in different fields and then
use an attention mechanism to improve this extraction
process. Additionally, LSTMIN extends the long-term
preference network, using nonlocal operations to capture
preferences from long-term historical behaviors for click
prediction. Extensive experiments on three datasets
prove that LSTMIN has excellent performance compared
to the prior state-of-the-art models. For our future work,
we will follow two directions. One is to find the impact
of time when the service is recommended after entering
a new edge station, such as behavior time. As in edge
computing, the configurations and running status of
devices probably are unstable and may change with the
environment. We will continuously improve our model
in the future.
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